Ancient Hunters of the Far West
. . . a mysterious people
who flourished
thousands of years ago
and vanished.
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Reconstruction of head
of La Jo I la Man from
Strange "sleeping circles" of prehistoric people
evidence of burials.
found in desert.

Crude stone tools
indicate age of the early
San Dieguito People.

Foreword—A Journey into Man's Past.
AN AUTHORITATIVE AND READABLE BOOK
An introduction by Richard F. Pourade, editor
It brings together most of what is known of
emeritus of The San Diego Union and a CaliEarly Men in the Far Western United States
as well as in all of North America, and is the fornia historian, describes the White Man's
first complete presentation of the pioneering original indifference toward the Indians and
archaeological work of Malcolm J. Rogers. the belated realization of their antiquity in
From the stone tools and weapons found America.
mostly on the surface of the American Desert, When Did Man Come to North America?
which at one time was a land of grass and Dr. H. M. Wormington, curator of Archaeology
water, and the evidence of strange rock "writ- at the Denver Museum of Natural History and
ing" and enigmatic "sleeping circles" on rocky one of the world's foremost authorities, preterraces, Malcolm Rogers drew a picture of an sents a comprehensive summary of all that is
aboriginal people, now known to have existed known about Early Man in North America.
at least 10,000 years ago.
How Did They Live and How Long Ago?
Dr. E. L. Davis of the University of California
The simplified and large format,with 50 full
pages of illustrations, 16 pages in full color, Archaeological Survey in Los Angeles describes
makes this one of the most unusual books the latest methods of establishing the pattern
of Man's arrival and survival in the Great
published in its field.
Basin.
The Ancient Hunters—Who Were They?
How Stones Became Tools and Weapons.
Malcolm Rogers, late director of the San Diego A presentation of artifacts, many with full
Museum of Man, spent 40 years accumulating color treatment, heretofore available only to
evidence of the existence of three Early a few archaeologists. A unique display of eviPeoples. To the first, the Ancient Hunters, he dence that may help to throw light on Man's
gave the name San Dieguitoans. To those who early existence in South as well as North
seemed to have followed them, he gave the America. Prepared by Clark W. Brott, curator
name La Jollans and Amargosans.
of collections, San Diego Museum of Man.
Sponsored by James S. Copley, Chairman of the Corporation, The Copley Press, Inc. Published in
cooperation with the San Diego Museum of Man by the Union-Tribune Publishing Co. Only $9.50. Please
address: Book Dept., Union-Tribune Publishing Co., 940 Third Avenue, San Diego, California 92112.
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Letters from Our Readers
THE COVER

Just 120 miles south of Los Angeles and 100 miles from San
Diego, the Coachella Valley is surrounded by fascinating mountains. Where the mountains meet the desert there are dozens of
picturesque coves with winter walking and picnicking an ideal
pastime.
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Unusual Books
of Interest
The

Colorful

Butterfield

Overland

Stage reproduces 20 stage coach
paintings by Marjorie Reed Creese,
world famous painter of horses and
stage coaches. Text by Richard F.
Pourade, author of five volumes on
the history of San Diego County.
Both have personally traveled over
much of the famous route and bring
vividly to life the story of the Butterfield Stage and its dramatic history. 81/2*11 Album Format, Heavy
Art Paper, 4-color Dust Jacket, 48
Pages. Just published. $6.75 (plus
27 cents tax for California residents.)
Photo Album of Yesterday's Southwest compiled by Charles Shelton.

Covering the period from 1862 to
1910 this simulated embossed black
leather 9 x 1 2 188 page volume contains one of the finest collection
of historical photographs ever collected. An excellent gift for anyone.
$15.00 (plus 60 cents tax for California addresses.)
Lost

Desert

Bonanzas

by

Three Paths Along a River by Tom

Hudson. A history of Indian, Spanish
and American cultures and conflicts
along the San Luis Rey River of San
Diego County in southwestern California. A former newspaper publisher, Tom Hudson spent years gathering the material and presents it in
vivid form. $6.00 (plus 24 cents tax
for California addresses.)
Send orders for the above
listed books to:

Best-West
Publications
P. 0. Box 757
Palm Desert, California 92260
Desert Magazine / March, 1967

While tracing man's experiences and
experiments in Nevada's rugged mountains and desert regions from prehistory
to the atomic age, this book covers prehistoric Indians and their search for subsistence in the challenging land, the
earliest explorers who blazed trails across
the Great Basin, the early Mormon pioneers and the colorful miners who followed them and gave Nevada its greatest
impetus. Also included is an account of
the state's achievements in the modern
era—ranching, tourism, and atomic testing.Maps and photos illustrate the book's
fifteen chapters and the material is well
developed and presented with a fair
amount of sparkle. Nevada has been
somewhat neglected by historians and
this is a welcome volume for admirers of
the Silver State. Hard cover, 306 pages,
$7.50.

Eugene

Conrotto. A compilation of a quarter
of a century of lost mine facts and
maps from the pages of Desert
Magazine. $6.50 (plus 26 cents
for California addresses.)
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THE NEVADA ADVENTURE,
a History
By James W. Hulse

ARIZONA, a Guide to the Grand
Canyon State
This revised edition of the famous work
originally prepared by the WPA has been
updated by Joseph Miller. Here are identified and described locations and activities of man from the time he built stone
houses in the shelter of cliffs to the present day. Followed are trails of Spanish
explorers, prospectors for gold when
Tombstone and Bisbee were frontier
towns, and those of modern health seekers
to the spas and cities of Arizona. Transportation facilities, accommodations,
sports facilities, annual events, hunting
and fishing and an excellent thumbnail
history of each community is included,
including spots of interest, historic buildings, important mines, dams, and even
customs of native Indians as they pertain
to individual locations. Illustrations show
the rugged terrain of off-beat areas, the
flora and fauna of the desert, industrial
developments and the changing facades
of growing cities. An excellent and highly
recommended book. Hard cover, 532
pages, $7.95.

Books reviewed may be ordered
from the DESERT Magazine Book
Order Department, Palm Desert,
California 92260. Please include
25c for handling. California residents must add 4 % sales tax.
Enclose payment with order.

CALIFORNIA'S UTOPIAN COLONIES
By Robert V. Hine
Although California's history is rampant with utopian idealists, this is the
first book to deal exclusively with their
stories. Some of them fell close to the
lunatic fringe, but all had stalwart followers who tried to live the good life according to the edicts of their chosen
leaders, and all enjoyed a short period of
apparent success. None lingered long
enough, however, to make a lasting impression upon California society today.
For the most part they were based upon
socialistic ideas for a communal economy
or upon various interpretations of theosophy. California provided an ideal physical climate for such endeavors because
living was less costly here than in colder
climes and many of the complexes were
developed with an eye open to agricultural possibilities in order to feed the
"flock." This is paperback, a Yale Western Americana selection, 208 pages,
$1.45.

BOBBED WIRE
By Jack Glover
This sounds like a sort of unimportant
thing to write a book about, but when
you get into it, it is astonishing how ininteresting bobbed wire is. This is an illustrated guide to the identification and classification of bared wire with over 150
illustrations. The first types of wire were
crude boards hung lengthwise in the
fences with nails driven through. Other
types were of flat ribbon wire with short
spikes on both sides. When the idea of
barbed wire caught on, several inventors
patented products for displays in country
fairs. With its merit proven, millions of
miles were strung. The unusual types

succumbed long ago and our present
fencing materials are basic, but this book
with its dated illustrations is a handy one
to have when you are attempting to
arrive at a date for certain old ranches,
mines and so forth. The book has been
produced in a limited edition and is only
of specialized interest. Paperback, 49
pages, $5.00.

WM. B. ROOD
By Harold and Lucile Weight
In this small paperbook, containing
Rafael Pumpelly's 1869 map delineating
the West of Rood's time and historical
photos, the authors have compiled copies
of personal letters and published early
articles pertaining to the life of this
Death Valley 49er, Arizona pioneer,
Apache fighter and Colorado River rancher. It is a fascinating assemblage of material, slanted mainly toward the treasure
of the Los Yumas, believed to be concealed among the ruins of Rood's ranch.
This is often referred to as the Cibola
Treasure and there is an old superstition
that whoever spends a night in the ruin,
pursuing the treasure, is pursued in turn
by the ghostly spectre of Rood charging
across the land on a white steed.

A FIELD GUIDE TO WESTERN
REPTILES AND AMPHIBIANS
By Robert Stebbins
A Peterson field guide series sponsored
by the National Audubon Society and the
National Wildlife Federation, this volume answers a great need for a concise,
illustrated pocket guide directed to field
identification in western North America.
Included are all the species of reptiles
and amphibians west of the eastern boundaries of New Mexico, Colorado, Wyoming, Montana and Saskatchewan north
of the Arctic Circle. Condensed descriptions point up major characteristics of turtles, lizards, snakes, etc. for identification and give significant details of habitat and range. Many illustrations are in
color and there is a fine series of range
maps to graphically illustrate what kind
of a monster you may expect to find
and where. Hardcover, 279 pages, $4.95.

A GALLERY OF CALIFORNIA
MISSION PAINTINGS
By Edwin Deakin, edited by Ruth Mahood

These fine, full color reproductions of
mission paintings by Edwin Deakin, a
native of England who settled in San
Francisco in 1870, depict California's
twenty-one missions as they appeared beA number of rumors revolved around fore the turn of the century and before
the death of this popular pioneer, some restorations projects began. The originals
questioning the fact that it was accidental. are now owned by the Los Angeles CounThis little book sorts fact from the fiction ty Museum of Natural History. Miss Maand is entertaining to read. $1.50.
hood, chief curator of history at the museum, has included with each reproduction a brief but interesting summarization
of the history, individual problems, political intrigues, local disasters, secularization and restoration of each mission.
FIRE OVER YUMA
There are also chapters discussing Edwin
By Peter Odens
Deakin's artistic stature and a text on the
Third in a series of his paperback his- history of the mission period. This is a
tories of desert areas, this one covers the fine, beautiful book for collectors of Calicountry along the lower banks of the foriana. Hard cover, 58 pages, $7.50.
Colorado River. Starting with the prehistoric Indians who pecked their mysterious marks on towering rocks, the author WHEN BUFFALO RAN
moves up in time to the arrival of the
By George Bird Grinnell
Spanish, their troubles with the Mohave
First published in 1920 and long out
and Yuma tribes of Indians, the steamboat era along the river when great of print, this narrative recounts true inmines brought wealth and colorful charac- cidents and experiences in the life of a
ters, both honorable and dishonorable, to Plains Indian boy. It describes his growth
the area, and finally the day when mining into a warrior and his relationship to his
was dead, but cross-country travel kept family and his tribe. It tells of lessons
things popping while plunderers ran- learned on the prairie and of the natural
sacked ranches and highway robbers held beauty of the land before the white men
up stages. It is a fine contribution to col- came, when these Indians lived together,
lections of stories relating to the Cali- hunted buffalo and deer and developed a
fornia-Arizona border. Illustrated with unique philosophy to fit their own simple
photos, 59 pages, $1.00.
existence. Hardcover, 114 pages, $2.00.

Other New Books
recommended by the

Desert Magazine Bookshop
TERRIBLE TRAIL: the Meek Cutoff, 1845 by Clark
and Tiller. Narrates the tragic tale of the Meek
emigrant train and lays the groundwork for a
solution to the Blue Bucket lost gold. $4.00.
CREATIVE ENAMELLING and Jewelry-making
/
Katharina Zechlin. Wonderful hobby book packed
with smart ideas and instructions. Hardcover,
$3.95.
TURQUOISE AND THE INDIAN by Edna Mae
Bennett. Folk lore with maps about turquoise
mining, both Indian and Spanish, in the West.
$5.00.
HIDDEN VALUE IN COINS by Burton Hobson
tells the stories behind valuable coins and identifies many from all over the world. Hardcover,
$3.95.
BOTTLE RUSH U.S.A. by Lynn Blumenstein. An
excellent book for identifying old bottles with
photographs of over 700 items and current price
list. Background bottle information. 184 pages,
paperback, $4.25.
THEY ALL DISCOVERED AMERICA by Charles
Michael Boland. Tells of Phoenicians, Romans,
Chinese, Irish, Viking, Scotch and Welch preColumbian discoverers of America. Interesting
and controversial. Hardcover, illustrated, 384
pages, $4.95.
ANCIENT HUNTERS OF THE FAR WEST based
upon forty years of research by the late Malcolm Rogers. Brings together what is known of
Early Man in North America. Illustrated in full
color. Large format. $9.50.
SIX FACES OF MEXICO edited by Russel Ewing.
In the textbook tradition, covers the history,
people, geography, government, economy, literature and art of Mexico, each aspect covered by
an authority in that field. Large format, illustrated with photos and maps. Very up-to-date.
$10.00.
Please include 25c for handling and
4 % sales tax if a California resident.

Order from
DESERT Magazine Bookshop
Palm Desert, California 92260
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